71 super beetle engine

We can recognize the VW Beetle with his large rear window. Start sharing your experiences with
other people. Click here. Are you looking for parts for your VW Beetle? They will provide you
with their price without obligation to buy the parts AND there are no hidden charges. Are you
looking to restore a VW Bug? Here you can find some useful documents that might help you.
Remember Me. Please enter your username or email address. You will receive a link to create a
new password via email. Main changes: Dual port engine. Three part induction manifold.
Activated charcoal filter to catch fuel fumes. Bigger capacity wider cooling fan. New clutch
throw-out assembly and ball release bearing. Headlights go off when ignition off. Superbug with
McPherson strut vertical coil spring front suspension introduced, Standard beetle still in
production too. Bigger front brakes drum brake models. Larger oil pump. Different camshaft
retainer 4 rivets. Wiring for VW computer analysis system added late In Australia, s are standard
beetles, s are superbugs. In the US, both super and standard beetles are offered with engines.
Sign In Remember Me. Register Lost Password. Lost Password Please enter your username or
email address. Sign Up. First things first â€” you need to know where to look to find the
necessary numbers. The chassis number can also be seen on the centre part of the chassis,
under the rear seat and in the windscreen of very late Beetle models. Chassis Numbers Starting
with chassis numbers, the Beetle has always had the factory designation of Type 1 and with the
exception of the period from to , the chassis number will start with a 1 or Chassis numbers
started at in , but because the Type 1 prefix also included military vehicles, by when the
numbering had reached , only a few hundred Beetles had been built. By , once Beetle
production had reached one million, the 1 prefix was followed by seven digits. The prefix was
then dropped; the last car produced in being given the number The numbering system changed
in with the introduction of a three digit prefix consisting of 11 to denote the Beetle the Karmann
Ghia was designated Type 14 and the Cabrio Type 15 , followed by a digit to denote the model
year, eg 5 for and so on. The first Bug to leave the production line in August , therefore, was In ,
a 2 was added to indicate the second decade, so the first model made in August was given the
number 2 The last Beetle produced in Germany was 2 Instead of using 3 for the first model,
produced in August , the chassis number 11A was adopted. Dating some cars is easier than
with others; the build date of June is easy to interpret on this US Cabriolet sticker. Engine
number prefixes were first used in with the introduction of the , with other Beetle numbers as
follows:. Data stickers To confuse matters slightly, some Beetles were fitted with a sticker
usually stuck the metalwork by spare wheel well which gives the chassis number, type number,
engine and gearbox code, paint codes and a list of any factory fitted options. The colour code
could prove useful when carrying out restoration work, of course, and by identifying the original
interior trim, you can determine whether items have been changed. Meanwhile, the options list
will tell you which accessories were fitted when it left the factory. The opinions expressed here
are the personal opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions
of VW Heritage. Hi there. My beetle chassis number is 1C Can you help? Hi Riann, thanks for
your comment. Where abouts on the vehicle did you take it from? What age do you think the
vehicle is? Do you know where it was manufactured? We will try and help some more if we can.
And which country are you in now? I wanted to know if VW has records somewhere for me to
find the original factory engine number that accompanied this vehicle? The current engine is
not original. Could you share that VW in Germany website just in case I need to find out more
than I can on my own. I like the chase as well as the next guy, but I think it can be confusing to
get the answers I want. Ty for any help you can send my way. I have been told that my Super
beetle convertible was one of the last 10 to come off assembly line! How can I determine if it
was the last bug or 10th to last bug produced?? So it is likely yours could be one of these. I
have been trying to figure out if my is a baja edition been putting in the vin number everywhere
and they say I have to have 15 to 17 numbers I have looked in all three places and they all say
the same number any help would be muchly appropriated. Hi, is the sticker in the trunk there
that has the paint code? It should be on the drivers front near the top of the strut. The Baja SE
had a special color paint. I know this is old but?? Sorry, the label on the drivers side door pillar
will have the VIN It is also under the back seat on the chassis. I am attempting to restore vintage
VW engine found in an demolished shed. I think I have been able to decipher all these with the
help of the internet but the engine number on the support base of the pedastle stand is
different; 86? I have a very nice Beetle. But I cannot find a factory ID plate anywhere in the spare
tire wellâ€¦nothing. Not even old rivet holes. I have asked at least 15 different people, some
working for respected parts placesâ€¦many differing and split opinions. Several have said that
the mids Beetles did not at all come with factory ID platesâ€¦. A guy who runs a wrecking yard
for old Bugs said his does not have that plate. Can someone finally end the question for meâ€¦.
My pre Jan 1 bug has the plate behind the spare tire, BUT anyone would have said there is
nothing there! I had to take a scrubbing sponge and winded and scrub for 30 min in a low left

area â€¦and boom it showed up! It is So very thin like a sticker, it can get covered with black
sludge and disappear easily. It may well be that a part replacement of that area was carried out,
they rot a lot, possibility that a new tyre well was welded back in place minus the plate. The car
is a as I understand it only manufactured for the models. But the front hood plate starts with â€¦
the rest is under paint and is unreadable. Another interesting bit is that the engine block is Fâ€¦
which is not showing up on thesamba website. I wish I could post pictures here of the plates,
engine, etc. Feel free to email at jbalcell yahoo. Your chassis Beetle will be the unique model
year, it should, if restored to factory spec feature a number of unique one year only parts, most
prominently the unique engine lid. This is a singleport model. I think. Hi Pat, take a look here.
We have a list of the chassis numbers and the year breaks in more detail. Best I could get is that
it is a subassembly which means the engine was redone. Hi can you tell me what year and size
this is. Its a engine in my trike. And i cant get the correct parts for it. Thanks for any help. Hi, I
have a 65 standard beetle with engine AE and is a single port. Charles Crow Penn Valley,Ca. I
have a Karmann Beetle and under the back seat where the chassis number is it starts with a 3.
How come there is no prefix before it? My Beetle says first registration Feb Numbers in car and
on plate both tally as Engine D Can anyone explain this to me please? Due to the fact that since
m. You mount a cc!! Unfortunately, according to VW tables, this serial number belongs to a cc
produced at the end of late December for model year So it might had been replaced during
these 51 years! VW had a nasty habit of using up leftover parts. See the 67 variants. A late
previous motor is not a stretch. My engine has an X inside a circle and then reads D Most thing i
read say it is a 40 hp version. And others say it is an after market engine sold in Problem I have
is matching parts to it. I just purchased a carburator that has an extra lever on the passenger
side which hits my alternator, preventing the throttle from moving. I figure if I can determine the
engine, I at least can start from there. I need help identifying my engine number. Hope you can
clarify for me. Hey there, my vin number is , any help with the year. Thanks in advance. From
Aug to Jul production in Wolsfburg! Hello, thanks for the info on this. Kindly help out as the
Chasis number and engine are the same? It is a type 1, cc. Located in the Philippines. Can
anyone help to identify engine number X? No VW stamp or leading letters. We have cleaned up
the block using a toothbrush and can see a very faint AD, which would identify a 50BHP engine.
Job Done! What could the bhp be? Thanx I advance. If it has made in Germany on it, it would
have come from the Wolfburg factory. You can apply for a birth certificate from VW which would
give you a little more information we expect. The birth certificate for my 67 shows it was built in
Emden. A plant still making VWs that opened in Hi Hilary. It is best to date your Beetle from the
chassis number. Engines are easy to change, and harder to pinpoint. Just bought what seems
to be a Beetle. Any ideas what I have? Sounds like some photos would be best. Send us an
email esales vwheritage. Some early dual relief cases where not. The casting department got
ahead of the machining so the 2nd relief was cast, but not drilled. I would look into it being a
type 3 engine. I have a also with the same code. Is yours stamped on the seam of the two
halves? Right by the fuel pump. How Can I tell what kind of motor I got from the numbers My
dual port is on a dune buggy, the number on the generator stand is Hey guys We have a 69
beetle with its second motor H can you help me with this please. My engine stamp is Single
port. Do the numbers indicate it is a engine? If so, what do the other number mean? Mi engine
serial number is AM , I have my car in south- america, that means that my engine was made in
germany for sale in USA? I have just a vw rail buggy with the motor Could you tell me the year
of it for parts?!?! I have a beetle. The engine number is ADR The is no explanation on your
website for the ADR prefix. Have you come across this before? Im based in Cape Town, South
Africa. As to the specification of the engine now, our guess would be cc twinport built between
and I have a Karmann Ghia with an engine code BO. Everything that I can find only says that it
is a non-USA engine. I can find no other information on it. It is a dual port and looks to be a
Where can I look to get mote information on this engine? HP, best carb, best distributor, timing,
etcâ€¦. Sounds like the top end has been rebuilt to twin port spec. Originally the B code engine
produced 47 bhp. Hi there, got a bit of a issue. My engine number on my dune buggy is bs
Problem is this does not line up with any engine codes I have come across. Any chance
someone has some insight into this issue. Hi Darryl, any chance the number could be B5â€¦. In
which case it could be based on a single port. As with all things, what you have in front of you
is the biggest clue. Is it Single or Twin Port? The serial number of the vehicule is and that of the
engine is AE Looks like the engine is based on a cc twinport. The chassic number would
indicate a chassis. It has manifold with twin carbs. The B code was a single port â€” where the
inlet manifold joins, is there one or two ports? You should be able to tell this from the design of
the manifolds rather than taking it apart. Based on thesamba. Is this normal? Or did the engine
possible get replaced maybe warranty repair or something. Hi infinite facts! I have a Zink fVee
with a or earlier front end, likely a ZinkC4? The engine code is HS It is a single port engine. I

cannot seem to find this specific code. The other Stamp is I am restoring this and would like to
know its long history. Thank you. Trevor Cass. Does this line up for this year and model thank
you. I recently purchased the vehicle, the car has been alteredâ€¦. VW Beetle Chassis and
engine. Well in the chassis no. The number is any assistance would be gratefully accepted. This
seems bizarre Laurence; that chassis number looks typical of a Beetle to us. Maybe you just got
a newbie when you spoke to the DVLA. Try again. If not, perhaps try and get an example of
another Beetle V5 document to prove this is how they are? Is the vehicle now a Beach Buggy, or
another kit car? Thanks for your comment it gives me more resolve to be a bit more steadfast.
Hello, I am trying to decode the vin number for my Super Beetle Convertible. What I am trying to
decode is if it is a Base model, Deluxe model, or a Champagne model. Any help or suggestions
is greatly appreciated. Hi Devin, to find out this level of detail you will need to apply for a birth
certificate from VW. Thank you for the information. I have another question to ask. Is it possible
to get a replacement vin tag located in trunk and vin sticker located in door channel for my VW?
The engine number is AD Would you be able to assist with the model year? I am in South Africa.
Hi Brad, it looks like you have a model, built between December and July The engine number
would indicate that it is a cc Twin Port. Hope that helps. I have a vw engine with the prefix AB o.
I have not found any thing for year or hp. The engine is being used on my trike. Originally fiited
to Beetles between Hi Hank, the B code engine was a cc single port, made between 68 and It
may well have had a twinport conversion since it was made though â€” and maybe even bigger
capacity too. B Try checking old MOTs or service history? It should have a stamped into the
chassis under the rear seat on the tunnel right by or just under that little plate that covers the
access to the shift rod bushing. Or there should be a metal plate riveted in the front aprin under
the spare tire. I have searched for the VIN in all the places. Previous owner replaced floor pan,
no numbers on dash and only a 5 figure number in front wheel well on a plate , no sticker with
data. I have been told 64 due to the sun roof. Engine number H, does not match any serial
number anywhere. Your assistance would be greatly appreciated. With the help of a piece of
chalk, I finally found this for the possible VIN Need some help please , i live in South Africa, i
have a beach buggy, the engine number is FAS , can someone please help with identifying this
engine, year, CC , country of origin etc. I am trying to identify the year of a beetle I recently
bought. I have recently bought a beetle, believe it is Mexican made. Its Does anyone know if any
of these numbers designate it as a RHD vehicle? Or if that is infered by telling what country it is
to be shipped to? Can you please decode this engine number. B the last owner claimed it is the
original engine for a beatle but I believe it is a thanks for your help. It has a fiberglass body that
resembles a Ford. The body is mounted on a Ford Chassis. Hello, I have a short block built by a
friend who, for years, owned a bug shop. The replacement block was to be built into a
variantâ€¦crank and rods installed. The engine number is XXXX from memory. I assume that the
block originally from a ? There is only one oil relief, and the rods are attached with nut and bolt.
Questionâ€¦will an earlier block successfully accept cc componentsâ€¦pistons, jugs,etc? How
can I determine which oil pump is required? What is the correct BDC? Add to this the fact that
the work was done 20 years ago that is what is known as a long-term project and further
information from my friend now unavailable. Hi, Need help identifying mu bug. Is that the
number on a vin tag on the dash? Check for a badge in the trunk under the spare tire. There is
also another stamped under the rear seat. My beetle body and pan are a for sure â€¦ but the
engine is confusing. The engine could be a remanufactured engine. Possibly one that was
returned to vw or redone by a shop. Number on the vin not vinyl. The engine number is AH The
engine has and wr underneath that stamped onto the block. Any help would be appreciated! Hi, I
have an oval rear window Beetle with a chassis number of I have been told it is a build. Can
anyone tell me if this is right and know how to find its actual build date? Thanks Ken. Just try to
find out more of the engine I have on my dune buggyâ€¦. Want to also find out please. My vw
beetles engine no is 8FF What year model and engine type and capacity would it be please.
Hello this is my number. Which country? Trying to find out what motor I have in my Beetle. Can
anyone help me? I have a beetle and the dash VIN is and the one on the front of the vehicle is I
am unable to locate the engine ID I looked under the and there is nothing there, is there another
location for the ID number? The engine should be under the generator stand. Right in the
middle where the two halves of the engine block go together. Hi I was wondering if anyone can
tell me about my vw engine, serial number on engine is ADX thanks. Is the front badge and the
chassis badge supposed to match to make it original from the factory? Are there any other
resources I can check to figure out what kind of engine is in my bug before I start buying parts?
I have a older VW frame found in my back yard. Any info would help thanks. There does not
seem to be any number on the engine case below the generator pedestal. Where can I find the
engine number on a Beetle engine produced in Mexico. There does not seem to be a number on
the engine case below the generator pedestal. Can anyone help identify what I have?? Chassis

under backseat says I believe the engine numbers are AMO Fingers crossed! HI I have a vw
cabrio RHD chassis no I think it has a replacement engine could you tell me if it is a or a the
engine number is UG Hi, i recently bought a 68 bug,that they turned into a baja. It had no motor,
bought a motor from a friend. My engine code is FO Could you please help me fiqure out what
motor and year, so i can get the proper clutch. You really need to be more concerned with what
type of transaxle you have. To determine which clutch you need. I have the opportunity to
purchase a used VW engine and was wondering what year and type it is. Is there anyway to find
out where? Does anyone out there know? Got a dune bugby. Not sure what year the motor is. I
can see 7 a good. But there is another one I think is a 9,8 or 6. Then Any help with this is
appreciated. I have a aircooled engine, the only numbers on it are on top of the casings. T R Can
you help me to find out its origin, model and its cc it is a single port. The engine is forward
facing of the wheels is it simply a case of flipping the differential back over to make it rear again
or was it factory made this way, its a trike, no body work at all. Yes your car is a Hi I have a
beetle with chassis no and an engine no of BD â€” twin port. The engine code you have is not
familiar to me. I hope this helps. The number on the Block is I just purchased a beetle with
original miles. Only 6 digits after the AE, and 6 volt. This seems to be inconsistent with the great
info you have here? Any thoughts on that? The original owner says they never had the engine
out since they bought it new. I have a bug. Also have an opportunity to purchase an extra
engine AK Can you tell me what the AK actually stands for? I believe its a Can you help me,
what year and what size engine? Also where to find vin? The chassis number is Good dayâ€¦I
have a question I am just interested if any body can help me Please.. My cc Beetle Chassis
number is is I have been told that it is was Imported in How can I find out where it came from.?
The Reg number does not matter just where it came from. Would be great to know I just hope
you will help me Please. Many Thanks ectâ€¦. I have bought a beetle convertible. The previous
owner told me the engine was replaced with a newer larger engine. The only numbers on the
generator stand are No letters in front of this number. The car has been upgraded and is now a
12 volt system. How do I find the engine size and number? Thanks, Bob. I bought a Beetle for
my wife, The engine leaks oil and has very little compression, The engine needs to be redone
but i am unable to identify engine or size of the engine. The Engine number is SFB Maybe
someone who know these engine might help me to identify this. Hi my engine number starts
with DS 6â€¦. Thank you very much. What year is the vin number produce and were was it
made? Hi I just bought an old engine and am having trouble figuring out what block I have. It
was in a 74 super but I have no history. Its dual port with a doghouse shroud. The block is
stamped with the vw symbol followed by B Any help identifying this would be greatly
appreciated. I purchased a Bugatti replica with a VW motor in it. The seller told me it came out
of a Beetle. Well I ordered new carb, exhaust and chrome kit based on that but nothing kits. The
only number I can find is in the generator tower and the numbers shows do that tell you
anything? Engine is H and chassis is Can you determine the year of the motor, so I know what
parts to order. HI I have a beetle with chassis no I want to know rather this chassis beetle is oval
window or square window large rear window? I have a 69 bug with an AH engine. Everywhere I
looked it says it should be duel port but it looks like a single port engine. I have a vw dune
buggy with chassis number Can someone please decode that number for me so I know what Im
dealing with? Any information would be great. I am trying to decipher what engine is fitted in my
Rewaco HS4 trike. I have looked through the listings but mine is not there. The engine number
is RE16KM. Please can you help. Hello i just got my beetle and would love to find out more can
someone help me out? This vehicle has some unusual options and I am trying to find out more
information. All of these appear to be about the same age as the car. No motornr.! Are there
anyone, who can help me with some identification etc.? Unlike most of these questions, I have
researched mine to no avail. I was told it was actually a The engine is a After removing the
unknown substance covering the number on the hump, I find xx. That is seven numbers. Truly
someone butchered a classic. Would anyone care to give a shot at the actual year this was
manufactured. Hi could any one tell me what my vw beetle engine is please.. Engine number B F
This engine is on a trike so have no more information.. Hello, I have a beetle and I want to
rebuild the front-end. Can you help verify this assumption? Vin Hi Rex, your car was made
between August 67 and December based on the chassis number. The alternator stand reads
VW-h I purchased a vw bug and engine is , I cant seem to find info on what I have here , please
help me know which engine I have. TY in advance. Totally confused now as to which it is. It has
the engine number -thanks. Hi please can you help I have a import LHD beetle, the plate behind
the spare wheel says the number underneath the rear seat stamped with and the engine code
stamped on the pedestal is F thanks in advance. Que puedo hacer para poder conseguir el
numero de chasi completo. Ese volksgawen fue hecho en un buggy. Muchas gracias. Just
wanted to know if my engine is the original engine it came out with. Thank You! An ID plate is

required to register a vehicle in Australia after Is it possible to find someone here or someone
they know that can print an ID plate? I also need some technical help to get the car running. Any
help would be much appreciated. I am buying a vw beetle convertible with chassis number
Looking at getting a Beetle. The owner says its a 63 but the chassis number is which I think
indicates a Engine number is Any info would be great. Hello, I am trying to identify an engine
and would appreciate some help please. It is a twin port, twin Solex carbs and a generator.
There is no prefix in front of the engine number. The number is I have a bug with the chassis
number and an engine number of B I need a cylinder head and want to be sure to get the right
one. I have tried and looked and cannot distinguish what I have. Any ideas? I bought a dune
buggy, the Engine Vin number is AE Thanks for the help. Hi, i have a vw beetle with engine
number and chassis number could you tell me some information on this please. Hi I just bought
a Baja bug. Was wondering what year and size of motor. Motor AM can someone shed some
light on this thanks. Hi there, I have a beetle jeans with elephant tail light. It was registered in
January The thing is, that from what I know, beetles with elephant tail lights were manufactured
from the middle of â€¦ If anyone can help me out with this, it would be helpful. The chassis
number is engine number D original engine. Thanks Doron. Is it possible to find out which
number out of the I read that somebody has the 19th ever built. Just curious. Many thanks.
Thanks here is the aj Hello, please can you let me know the details on my bug. Body vin number
is: Type 11 Thanks, Elliot. Hi I need help please cant find any thing on the NR i found between
the seats of the beetle im interested in ?? I normally rebuild type 4 engines, and a friend of mine
has dropped of a early VW engine from a Canadian built over snow machine, what stands out it
the generator support is part of the engine case casting. Log book says ? Can I get some
history information about when engine was fitted? Hi i have a trike with a vw flat four engine, its
supposed to be a 1. Anyhow the rest of the numbers confused me. Can I get some clarification
so I can buy the correst parts? Chassis Number from the sticker and the post is Eng number is
H Hi my engine code is AE can anyone help me in the year and size of the motor thanks in
advance. Hi everyone. I have an engine here, a which I believe to be Mexican. Anybody who can
give me some info on that engine? Hi there, I have a Australian assembled CKD beetle with a
chassis number and I have found an engine number S but I can find no connection on the
internet of these numbers being a matching numbers car but I am told it is a matching numbers
car. Hi, I have a black i believe original colour karmann cabrio. Apparently it was an import from
Namibia and looks to be a genuine right-hooker despite Namibia being an ex-German colony
where they drive on the leftâ€¦. I can not find the sicker with the paint code. Only have the
Chasis and Engine numbers. However seems that my 70s Beetle was blue at the begining. Is
there any way to find the color without the sticker? Maybe someone could help me. I just picked
up a VW Beetle that has a sunroof but I am trying to find more information to see if it came
originally with it and with the engine that is installed in it and the color it came from the factory.
Good Morning! I appreciate you putting together this guide. My car turns 50 this year and I really
want to know the actual date of manufacture so we can have a bday party for my beetle! I would
also love to know if my engine is the same year as my car. Hi, I found engine cc for sale with the
following number 22 â€” can anybody help me which year it is? Thnks for help! Good afternoon.
I just purchased a super beetle. It has the gold color in the door jams and trunk. It was painted
white since. The paint color code sticker is half missing but says hellas under the word
Diamant. The car has the wood paneling dash board and a consoul around the shifter. The
Chasis number is Please any help would be great. This is my first restore car I bought and cant
wait to know its history. Hi Cant find anything on this nr: B Regards from Sweden Jari. Any
help? Can anyone decipher it and get me the info, please? I have a modified bug with an engine
number that has the prefixe OH. What could this mean? Any idea? I would like to legalize the car
in Mi. The engine carries a AK and is supposed to be a I found the engine number, but cannot
find the chassis anywhere. Is that at least a valid chassis number for that year? Thanks, Tony.
Hi good day I have a beetle with an engine number starting with B can you tell if this is a or I try
to get information on it but no luck. Must be a pre 65? Can you please help me identify this bad
boy? I just got me a sand rail! Low low oil pressure, not getting to the lifters. But first lol, I have
to figure out what I have here! The ID number is B any information is appreciated. Hi, my
chassis number is Can You help which Year is it and which colour should be on my car?
Chassis number is engine number is AE and it a convertible what year is it and size motor does
it have. I just bought a VW Beetle that was one of the promo cars from Pespi. I got it in Arizona it
is registered in Arizona as a I checked under the rear seat and the VIN matches the title which is
The problem is I found another VIN in the front behind the spare tire and it is different. That VIN
is This VIN is from The engine is B I guess my question is this. What will California look at? AND
is my car actually a and not a ? It does have the four vents on the back of the engine lid.
Another question would be how different are they with regards to parts like the dash, interior,

electrical, etc? I want to make sure when I go to register this vehicle that is is correct on the
title. Help please! I cannot locate a vin plate anywhere on this big to tell me anything because it
was converted to a Baja. The stamped under rear seat is Engine is and a WD stamped below the
number. Hi can you help with my engine details? Engine number RE16K I need to get it serviced
but repairer needs to know what year it is. Thanks for any help you can give. Need help with
number that was found not on the build plate but a separate thinner plate I have worked out that
it is a 74 model right hand drive built in A ustralia. Am hoping the other numbers may help with
original paint colour.. Any info would be appreciated. Hi all, not sure if this post is still active I
have a chassis number only 7 numbers long?? Good day! MY Beetle standard has a plate
attached with 2 rivits over the original engine number. On the plate is stamped B- Can you tell
me what this is? Thank you for your time. But the chassis number on the pan is which
according to vw on the birth certificate is a pan shipped as ckd to South Africa. The car was
registered and declared manufactured as Was it a case of they built the car with various parts in
65? Is there a certain digit I need to look at on the VIN to tellâ€¦? Any help would be
appreciated.. Thanks in advance.. I am looking at putting it in a 65 Baja. Got any ideas as to
what it is? Eng code CBO Only other number is I recently picked up a beetle and my engine
number is ACD Hi Robert, your engine is from a model year mexican beetle. It should be fuel
injected. There is a website dedicated to these cars. Hi All. Any help would be appreciated. I
have a salvaged VW motor made in Mexico without the numbers stamped in the normal location
below the generator stand the only markings I found were under the tubes on the side of the
block. Hi Guys. I have what I think is a South African beetle, serial number is paint code C. Can
anyone shed any light on this car. Hi looking to find out the engine size of this recon engine
number says bd can anyone help please before I buy it. Thank You Chris. Hi just bought an
engine with engine code can anyone identify what year and possibly what model lt is please. Hi,
I have a classic beetle engine. There is no body on this. I have a recently purchased VW Beetle. I
found a listing of the option codes on this vehicle and wanting to know how to decipher what
each means. I have looked online, somewhat, but without any luck. Hi, I need some help
identifying my fiberglass buggy frame year, and engine size and year. Trying to find info on my
Beetle but running in circles. VIN indicate and cc Dual Port. Could be sub-assembly for South
Africa??? Big Time Confusionâ€¦.. Any help, pointers, contacts in South Africa that could help
will be greatly appreciated. I have a vw engine in a bone buggy and am trying to figure out the
year of the engine serial number is H I bought a v. I need to replace motor. Mine is stamped A. I
just bought a glorious little red VW Beetle named Alexander, and by following the information
on this great thread and with a bit of elbow grease acetone and a toothbrush , I have found the
following VIN: Chassis no: A0C85 Engine no AD It is a convertible, although the ID plate says
sedan. Also, it has an autostick transmission which is playing up with what appears to be an
electrical fault. I am interested in trying to find the history, an operators and a parts manual, and
the best place to take it for a good service and some work on the transmission. And any other
hints, tips and helpful information about this great little project. Cheers, Emma. Not sure
whether or not the serial numbers are correct. The one riveted underneath the rear set matches
the one on the frame. Anyhow just looking to find out some info on year and what size motor
was originally installed? Thanks for your help, Greg. My Vin is and my engine only shows , I
have no idea what the engine size is, and the only thing I have to go off of is that it is a beetle so
maybe Not sure if I should keep this engine or go for something different if this is not original to
the vehicle. Any suggestions? How can I determine if my VW Super Beetle was the last to cone
off the assembly line or next to last?? Can you tell me the year the engine MWK was produced?
Hello I have two vw engines and would like to identify the year of manufacture. BZ AS I think
they are 50 bhp. Cheers Ian. And the F We have been trying to find flange seal for the rear and
have not hand any luck they are all to big. Please help. Hi There. I recently purchased a VW
dune Buggy. Engine block stamp is VIN THe car is titled as a type 3 sedan. Any help would be
awesome! I am confused regarding its true year and the engine capacity. Your email address
will not be published. So what do all the numbers mean, and what can they tell you about your
car? Hello I have an engine with the number â€¦.. Any help appreciated Nigel. Thank you, Jim in
SoCal. My 77 bug bin is almost the same. How do I identify the year of manufacture for a 10 digit
VIN on my beetle? Eddie I have the same type X on my 77 bug. My vin is would it be built the
year as Alain. Thank you! It looks like the serial number corresponds to the same year , 1. I have
a type 1. Looking for more info. Like month etc. My vin The only real way to tell, would be to
take it apart and measure the cylinders and the stroke. Hi guys, We have a beetle cabrio from
with a salvage title. It seems to be a strange number for built in If you are referring to the second
digit being a 5, this is a trait of all Cabriolet models. Also, is there a reason that it was not used
in USA cars? Thanks in advance for your assistance. Thank you, Devin. Thank you, that helps a
lot! It does now have a trinport conversion. Please identify my Vw Beetle. Hi Rafael, you might

not have the original engine fitted, this could explain it. Hi the only way to know for sure would
be to get a birth certificate from Volkswagen. My chassis number is Can someone please
confirm what year this may relate to. Does it have an oval rear window? Thanks in advance for
the help. My Buggy has a Type 3 engine Tx. I have what I believe is a , the Vin is Wm 11 serial
??????? Can anyone tell me anything about this. Yes the two should match. Hey there I just
want to make sure I have this rightâ€¦ Std. Thanks in advanced this is a super helpful guide!
This is my engine no vw beetle assembled in South Africa â€¦. In south Africa. Good afternoon ,
I purchased a Bugatti replica with a VW motor in it. Thanks for your help. Please help me to
identify my Vw Beetle. I have a beetle on motor is h it only has 20, miles on it. I have an AE
motor. Can I find out the year of manufacture of this engine? Hiâ€¦ Bâ€¦â€¦ I believe this is a 68
bus â€¦can anyone else confirm this. The engine is H I would like to know if this is the original
engine. Can someone help varify this please? Engine Code: B Any information you could
provide is extremely appreciated! Thanks, Anthony. Info will be appreciated, Thanks. Good
morning! Original engine was a F00 which means it was , 40bhp. Can you shed any light on this
for me please? Is there anybody out there who can help me, please! Can anyone confirm my VIN
is in fact a ? Tunnel stamp â€” What can you tell me with this info about my beetle? Engine H
Chasis Chassis: Engine: AE Is it a 56? Hi, how can I check the history of a super beetle vin
number Thank you. Hi guys, any help, my engine number seams to be Any idea size and year.
Here is my chassis code for my bug. Can someone help me decipher please Can anyone assist
me in identifying the year, engine size? Is it the 31stâ€¦ 60th.. The 1stâ€¦.. I am very confused,
please help. Best regards. Any help, pointers, contacts in South Africa that could help will be
greatly appreciated Vick. Hi I just bought a glorious little red VW Beetle named Alexander, and
by following the information on this great thread and with a bit of elbow grease acetone and a
toothbrush , I have found the following VIN: Chassis no: A0C85 Engine no AD It is a convertible,
although the ID plate says sedan. I have an engine block that says R Can anyone tell me what
this goes to? Engine no AD 31 1 97 think it a replacement would that be right Thank you. Hello,
My Vin is and my engine only shows , I have no idea what the engine size is, and the only thing I
have to go off of is that it is a beetle so maybe Thanks, Grant. The chassis number is : Engine
number: AE Would be grateful if anybody could help me! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. All rights reserved. All images protected by US and International
copyright laws. No part of this website may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any
form or by any means. All Prices subject to change without notice or obligation. Not responsible
for typographical or photo errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs
Account. VW Bug Parts. Shop Now. We have taken the hard work out of your engine repair or
rebuild with our VW Engine Calculator. Check out our torque specification chart, engine
displacement table, and a deck volume chart. Check out our FAQs. This page contains original
Volkswagen Engine Serial number information to help you identify your air-cooled VW engine.
Diagnosing an engine problem is much easier when you can see all around the engine so follow
along as we walk you through how Installing the carburetor conversion kit is an involved
process but we have put together a brief list of the steps and instru The best way to identify
what carburetor you need is to find the model number stamped on the side of the carburetor
float bow Follow along with our tech as he shows you how to remove your old air cleaner,
carburetor and intake manifold and install ne With the engine for our Super Beetle project
started and through its initial break in run, we can take a quick look insi With our cc Stroker
Engine running and through its initial break in and tuning, we can get our carburetor dialed in.
For this video we are going to address most all of the problems that can cause a VW Beetle to
smell of fuel inside the car. VW Engine Tin is crucial to ensuring your engine runs cool. The tin
directs air from the top portion of the engine compartmen In preparation for disassembling our
engine to determine why it won't turn over completely our tech shows you how to rem Looking
for some tips on replacing the worn out or rusted exhaust system on your VW Beetle? Follow
along with our tech as he A common misconception is that heater boxes can't be run with
aftermarket exhausts and that just isn't true. When installing most performance exhaust
systems, your cabin heater and defroster will be disabled. This is because the conne If you are
having problems with your starter only working occasionally or not working at all and have
eliminated the possibil Swapping over to an alternator is a great way to improve the electrical
system of your VW. Follow along in this video as we i Find the correct distributor parts
including point, condensers, caps, and rotors. The bearings in your classic VW engine can
make all the difference to help your engine live a long and hassle-free life. Regular valve
adjustment will greatly increase the lifespan of your VW engine. Follow along as we break down
the valve adjust We continue the teardown of our VW Super Beetle engine, and prepare it for a
complete disassembly and rebuild. Follow al In this video we assemble the cran With the cc
stroker short block completed for our Super Beetle, we can start to mock up the top end with

pistons and We're almost done with the build of our cc stroker engine and with our
compression ratio and deck height set; we can The top end of our Super Beetle's cc stroker
engine is ready to be completed, so we're going to prep the p Follow along as we walk you
through how to replace all the components of the cylinder head. This is a simple DIY project
that Follow along as we continue the teardown of our VW Super Beetle engine. In this video our
tech will split the engine cas We continue our VW Super Beetle engine assembly by dropping
the crankshaft, camshaft, bearings, and other engine interna Join us as we walk you through a
quick tech tip on how to install and adjust quick change push rod tubes in your VW engine. Now
that our engine case halves are bolted together, we can continue working on our Super Beetle's
cc stroker e Our cc stroker engine longblock is complete and ready for all the accessories that
will make it a running engine for plac Our cc stroker engine is ready to be started, but first we
need to fill it up with oil. Our tech shows you how to unload Our complete oil system diagram
makes it easy to find the correct parts and fluids for your VW. Continue Shopping. Please
activate JavaScript in your browser to fully use all functionalities of our website. Rate this
article. Lb Ft 14 18 23 18 14 25 5 18 25 81 Nm Torque Wrench settings Front Axle to frame bolt
Shock absorber to side plate nut Shock absorber to Lower torsion arm nut Steering Ball joints
nut M12 Steering Ball joints nut M10 Wheel bearing clamp nut prior to adjusting axial play Tie
rods slotted nut Steering damper to tie rod nut Steering damper to axle tube bolt Setscrew for
torsion bar Locknut for setscrew Brake Caliper to steering knuckle bolt Body mounting on front
axle beam bolt Steering column on worm spindle bolt Steering column tube on dashboard bolt
Brake hose in brake wheel cylinder Steering gearbox cover bolt Steering gearbox worm adjuster
nut Roller shaft adjusting screw locknut Tie rod end retaining clamp nut Steering wheel to
column nut Steering gearbox on axle beam bolt Drop arm to roller shaft clamp bolt. Lb Ft 36 14
Torque Wrench settings Track control arm to frame head nut Track control arm to ball joint nut
Ball joint stud in steering knuckle Stabilizer to track control arm nut Stabilizer clamp to frame
head bolt Stabilizer clamp to frame head bolt Strut mounting to shock absorber nut Strut
mounting to shock absorber nut Steering knuckle axle ball joint to strut bolt Steering knuckle to
strut bolt Strut to Body nut Backing plate to steering knuckle bolt Wheel bearing nut Clamp nut
screw Idler arm bracket to body bolt Idler arm to bracket nut Adjusting bolt in idler arm bracket
nut Center tie rod to drop arm and idler arm nut Side tie rods to center tie rod and steering
knuckle nut Clamps on tie rods nut Locknut on tie rod Steering damper to frame head bolt
Steering damper to drop arm bolt Steering gearbox to body bolt Tie rod end M12 Castellated nut
Tie rod end M10 Castellated nut Drop arm on roller shaft nut Univ. Torque Wrench settings
Automatic Stick Shift Clutch housing switch Transmission case selector switch Gearshift
housing neutral safety switch Torque converter to drive plate screw Lock plate to retaining ring
screw Gears to transmission nut Lock plate to adjusting ring screw Gear carrier to transmission
case nut Torque converter housing to transmission case nut Cover to transmission case screw
Bonded rubber mounting to converter housing nut Transmission mounting to bonded rubber
mounting nut Selector shaft to fork bolt Bearing lock bolt Pinion nut Ring gear bolt Gearshift
housing to bonded rubber mounting nut One-way clutch support tube to converter screw Clutch
to clutch carrier plate Oil feed line to transmission union Oil return line to transmission union
Oil suction line to tank union Clamp blot to clutch lever bolt Joint to Flange screw. All Rights
Reserved. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. VW Beetle engine. This premium VW
dual port engine is painstakingly rebuilt to Volkswagen's factory specifications. Make your car
drive like new again. This Volkswagen Beetle engine is used in many kit cars, dune buggys,
sand rails, and your Beetles. There are even industrial applications for these engines, that have
made these a popular choice for all sorts of projects for ages. Click here for more info. Cores
must be drained of all fluid or the core credit will not be refunded. Cores must be complete,
assembled, unmodified, and in rebuildable condition to receive full credit. This applies
especially to alternators, starters, Bosch parts, brake calipers and steering racks. Once
accepted for return, cores returned to Parts Place are thrown into a bin for rebuilding and
become generic. A specific core cannot be returned to a customer for any reason. Availability:
In stock. For completing the installation of your VW Beetle engine get a new muffler! Maybe
your want to top your engine off with new carbs too. Be the first to review this product. After
hours? Fill out our contact us and we will get back to you within one business day. We
1990 bmw 540i
volvo s40 2001 manual
2014 ford fusion speaker wiring diagram
're not just an internet company; we're a family owned bricks-and-mortar store, and a catalog
mail-order company that's been in business for over 30 years. We're real people who drive

Volkswagens and know Volkswagens. When you call us, you talk to a real person who's
changed out the injection pump on a Rabbit Diesel, or replaced the pushrod tubes on a Beetle.
You'll never get routed to some call center in India! We have a 10, square foot warehouse filled
with VW parts located in Warren, Michigan. Cores must be returned within 30 days to receive
core credit. All cores must be the exact equal of the part purchased Cores must be complete,
assembled, unmodified, and in rebuildable condition to receive full credit. Core return shipping
charges are the responsibility of the customer and are not refundable. Add to Cart. Receive a
quarterly newsletter and monthly exclusive email deals available only to our web customers.
We're real people who know Volkswagens and drive Volkswagens. Who We Are.

